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video is named "fast light", which is an exploration of the football itself. Special LED is mounted on the body as well as a new
generation of Macy's Macy's boots, these LED will record every subtle movement Macy body, with the rate of 1000 per second
shooting, and this video will show you the true meaning of Macy speed. 
This was taken to Barcelona's film by director Marcus Lyall, ML studio production, music production Congorock part by these people
to work together and ultimately makes the video to be the perfect present. 
The new adizero f50 are used in all aspects of revolutionary technology and superb design process, after wearing the greatest extent
possible to enhance the running and ball speed, so that all opponents are far behind. adizero f50 weighs only 165 grams, is the
lightest Adidas soccer shoes available. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News,
Media Partner: Apparel IT )
German sports giant Adidas yesterday claimed that due to the football World Cup and the acquisition of Reebok huge effect, driven
by the company's first-quarter net profit soared, and from the hands grabbed the world's number one Nike sports goods
manufacturers throne. 
has been working with Nike "Sike" the world's oldest Adidas, this year from January to March net profit surged 37% to 144 million
euros (about 185.6 million US dollars) over the same period sales but soared 47 percent to 2.459 billion euros. 
"Obviously, we have become the global leader in most markets, it is reasonable to say that we have become the new No.1." Adidas
CEO Herbert Hainer said the high-spirited?. 
Adidas overwhelmed "boast" also marks before the upcoming World Cup in Germany, two major sporting rival of "battle of wits" has
entered the white-hot stage. As an official sponsor of the World Cup, occupied the geography, and the advantages of Adidas slightly
upper hand, it will not only supply monopoly ball game, and has successfully signed six favorites to win the team. 
in the stimulation of all kinds of World Cup products, "Mad Marketing", Heiner turn just recently set a target of annual sales of 1 billion
euros soccer, and in one fell swoop this increased to 1.2 billion euros unprecedented heights. "For the game ball and the other World
Cup with general demand for goods beyond imagination, we will catch all areas."
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Nike Foamposite Galaxy sneakers latest release of the first day Thursday in the US
market, triggering a melee Florida mall. Heavily armed riot police, immediately turn off the sales floor. 
According to local media, "Orlando Sentinel" reported that the highly anticipated limited edition Foamposite Galaxy sneakers just on
the shelf, it sparked a melee. Florida Mall sales staff let anxious customers waiting across the street, but about 9:45 pm, hundreds of
customers rushed to the mall, causing chaos. 
The police immediately armed, and their horse or motorcycle patrol police, tried to restore order at the scene. Local officials do not
want the accident occurred last December XI sneakers on sale at Nike Air Jordan. 
When 
Nike Air Jordan XI on sale, the assassination took place, shooting and chaos, sports fans want to grab a pair of shoes over
sneakers. 
Nike Foamposite One sneakers is a contribution to the aerospace industry in Florida, with the Milky Way as the theme, the retail
price of $ 220. 
& quotinternal graphic expression of the supernova phenomenon tribute - arguably the most powerful force in the universe - and
Collection of fonts and badges are expressed respect and space in Orlando. & QuotNike company said in a press release
described the upcoming sale of sports shoes. 
Fri cause, sports shoes has not yet started selling to the public, but is expected to create huge demand. (Chinese shoes Network -
the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
The LACOSTE L! VE brand introduction:
France crocodile ( Lacoste ) in the fall of 2010 will introduce new young side line brand Lacoste Live, in the French crocodile (
Lacoste ) the original high-end positioning into more vitality and innovation elements, Lacoste Live new Logo using a large red
crocodile and eye-catching big red exclamation point, bring more younger, more fashionable trend feeling! Lacoste Live is a 360
degrees to the new concept of brand, has its own design team, store, wholesale distribution channels as well as the advertising team.
In addition, more than 60 Lacoste Live newly opened stores, flagship stores in New York SoHo area, in 2010 September official
business, Lacoste Live other stores will be opened in Paris, London, Berlin, Tokyo, Shanghai and other places.
LACOSTE L! VE brand's first men's series launched in spring 2011, LACOSTE L! VE first ladies series will be launched in the
autumn of 2011. In the spring of 2011 men's series, LACOSTE L! VE design team full of the color control, opple art color design and
color application of water, so that the entire series has a strong visual impact, bright colors celebrate LACOSTE L! VE new vitality
student!
Lacoste Live price is lower than other Lacoste products, Polo shirt for the price of $79.50, sweaters at a price of $88 to $110, jeans
for the price of $130 to $175, jacket at the price of $125 to $225. In addition to the senior men and women fashion leisure equipment,
footwear will also be the Lacoste Live brand is an important category.
or you already familiar domestic graffiti masters, then how can you miss the talented graffiti off, was US magazine described: &
quotNECKFACE is a city of dawn '& quotand this light now illuminated only wall street, but since last year playing with vans shoes
graffiti, now only 23 years old NECKFACE had turned his ultimate life journey! 
no tradition nor hip-hop, how to learn from his work his idea really is difficult, born in New York, California popular NECKFACE,
hairpin h seemingly random kids to a few strokes of the paintings, but had his delicate and color interpretation, graffiti t before and
Syussy cooperation was also critically acclaimed. 
The second bomb the scope of cooperation wider issue of this season, VANS series includes, TIN4, AV, SK8-LO, NO SKOOL 2 four
are involved in this & quot& quot , in addition to the exhibition New Era, hat clip and tee. seeing a general word hip-hop graffiti,
strange NECKFACE guaranteed to meet you! 
Price: VANS 9450 yen 
NEW ERA: 6300 yen 
hat clip: 9450 yen 
all kinds of tee: 4725 yen 
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